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A web-based Geotechnical Geographic Information System (GeoGIS) was developed and tested for the Alabama Department
of Transportation. This web-based system stores geotechnical information about transportation projects, such as subsurface data,
construction drawings, and design information. Typically, this information is in a report or plan sheet format, but raw geotechnical
data can also be accommodated in the GeoGIS. The goal of this system is to provide easy access and storage for all geotechnical
and subsurface structural information from across a state. Access through a secure web interface allows for keyword searches and
interactive map selection. The web-based GeoGIS has four geotechnical layers (project, bridge, foundation, and soil boring) that
can be displayed on a road map, aerial photos, or USGS 7.5 minute quadrangles. For testing purposes the GeoGIS was populated
with multiple document types, formats, and sizes. In all cases, the system performed above expectations.

1. Introduction

The Alabama Department of Transportation (ALDOT)
and other state highway agencies from across the country
have amassed significant quantities of information related
to geotechnical engineering within their respective states.
Geotechnical information includes, but is not limited to,
subsurface investigation data, laboratory testing, construc-
tion drawings, design information, and performance data
[1]. This information is very valuable to future projects,
and therefore proper stewardship over the data is an impor-
tant component of the engineering process. Geotechnical
information can come from a number of sources including
bureaus from within a department and from a number of
outside consultants. The majority of geotechnical informa-
tion is collected during the early stages of a project, but some
information is collected during construction and some dur-
ing the life of a project for monitoring purposes. This infor-
mation may be submitted to the central office or to district
offices. Historically, this information has been submitted on
paper in the form of reports, plans, or test results. Currently,
the paper format is being replaced with electronic versions.

Because of the complex nature of project documentation
management, maximizing the benefit of past geotechnical

data is virtually impossible. It was determined in the state
of Alabama that a geotechnical document management
system was needed to electronically upload, store, and access
geotechnical and subsurface structural data for transporta-
tion projects in the state. A geotechnical data management
system, based on a Geographic Information System (GIS),
was developed to meet ALDOT requirements.

The prototype Geotechnical Geographic Information
System (GeoGIS) was developed and tested on a desktop
computer. Based on the success of the prototype system,
the GeoGIS was migrated from a desktop-based system to a
web-based system. The web-based GeoGIS allows authorized
users access to geotechnical documents and a GIS map from
any computer that has an internet connection. This greatly
increased the availability of the GeoGIS by creating a means
for field engineers and authorized consultants to access the
system.

2. Background

Most researchers who have tackled the issue of storing and
visually representing geotechnical data have chosen to create
a standard method of identifying elemental data. These
methods can employ a relational database to store data
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such as blow count at a specific location and depth or can
employ a standardized data coding method such as a markup
language. A markup language (ML), which is a standard
computer science approach of describing individual pieces
of data in a way that web browsers can recognize and search
engines can index [2–4], has been researched for geotechnical
data. GeoML or GeotechML are two proposed geotechnical
markup languages.

Markup languages require that every data element be
followed by a description, or coding, of what that element
describes. This allows for tremendous flexibility but also
requires the overhead of entering and storing the data
element descriptions. When there is a remarkable number
of data elements involved, such as that which is involved in
the storage of geotechnical data elements for a large area, the
effort of data entry can outweigh the benefit of the graphical
representation the markup language offers.

Instead of capturing individual data elements and tagging
the elements with markup language flags, the GeoGIS is
based on a centralized database that stores geotechnical
documents, document data, and associated locations. This
differs from what has been reported in the literature because
the GeoGIS is designed to meet the specific needs of ALDOT.
Rather than creating an online database of geotechnical
data elements, this system focuses on project documents
related to geotechnical information. The system can also
store and retrieve raw or elemental data if projects contain
that information. The GeoGIS allows for quick loading,
searching, and displaying of geotechnical data.

Some development efforts for web-based geotechnical
information systems, such as the GeoInfoSys in Singapore
[5], have emphasized the importance of migration from
image-based data elements to standardized entry formats.
The GeoInfoSys uses a borehole entry form that is extremely
detailed and allows fast querying functionality; however,
it requires an incredible effort for data entry and is only
predefined for borehole data in the system. The GeoGIS
system has been designed to allow easy document upload
from several approved sources, such as outside geotechnical
consultants, as well as providing options for a variety of
different types of documents to be uploaded, and is not
necessarily limited to geotechnical data, as are many of the
similar systems developed in the past.

A small number of web-based geodatabase geotechnical
systems exist, such as GeoFrance [6] and the Korean
Institute of Construction Technology (KICT) database.
These systems allow online mapping that can accommo-
date the spatial complexity of geotechnical data and can
maximize the sharing of data, as well as provide data
analysis tools [7, 8]. However, a massive standardization
of data is required in these systems. When compared to
markup language systems, Geodatabase systems allow ease
of adding new analysis functions and integrating tools
into the system as a whole [9]. The GeoGIS does not
require a standardization of data at all; all document types
relevant to ALDOT’s needs are included in the data entry
process, allowing quick and robust data entry, storage, and
retrieval.

3. GeoGIS Data Needs

The overarching goal of this work was to develop a user-
friendly system capable of handling all subsurface data
from past, present, and future transportation projects. To
achieve this goal, sample project information from across
Alabama was collected, analyzed, scanned, and used to
develop and test a desktop prototype system. Data was
collected for eight projects in seven counties and included 18
bridges that had 290 foundations and 255 soil borings. Each
project was identified by a project number, and each bridge
was identified by a bridge identification number (BIN).
Foundations were associated with bridges while soil borings
were associated with projects.

From the sample project data collected, four distinct
sets of geotechnical data were identified: projects, bridges,
foundations, and soil borings. Each of these geotechnical
datasets has three components: (1) location, (2) attributes,
and (3) scanned information. Because of the data structure
and spatial component, it was determined that a GIS would
provide both a framework to store geotechnical data and
also a means to retrieve the data. GISs have an advantage
over other database systems in that a GIS allows spatial
display, querying, and selection of database information.
Spatial access of data can be as simple as selecting a point
or line of interest from a digital map. The four geotechnical
datasets were represented as point and line features on a GIS
map. The graphic entities were then associated to a limited
set of keyed-in attribute data that were related to scanned
information.

Because transportation projects occur at specific loca-
tions, presenting project data on a map allows information
from multiple projects to be combined based solely on
proximity. In addition to proximity, attribute data can
associate projects. Attribute data is information that is keyed
into the GIS database to describe a graphical entity on a GIS
layer. Each layer in a GIS has a table that stores attribute data.
Attribute tables have names and fields that store specific data
about a line or point on a map. These tables can be searched
for projects that meet specific criteria.

While analyzing the sample project information from
across Alabama, it was determined that archived reports
about site investigations, bridge construction details, and
subsurface information such as foundation and soil boring
data existed. The overhead to convert these reports to
elemental data was far too great; therefore, the reports
were scanned and stored in image or PDF format. To
intuitively provide access to this information, these reports
were classified into two categories: “Preconstruction” and
“Construction.” Preconstruction reports describe data that
were generated during reconnaissance and site investigation
for a project. Construction reports describe data that were
generated during and after construction such as as-built plan
sheets. Preconstruction data is typically related to a project,
while construction data is typically related to a bridge. This
information can be accessed through the project, bridge,
foundation, or soil boring features on the GIS map. All single
page drawing sheets, records, and reports were scanned and
stored in a JPG format. Multiple-page reports were scanned
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Table 1: GeoGIS user types and associated privileges.

User type Privileges

General user Search, View Map, View, and Print Documents

Consultant Above privileges and Upload Documents

ALDOT engineer Above privileges and Approve Documents,
Add New Projects

Administration Above privileges, User Account
Addition/Modification

and stored in PDF format so that an entire report could be
accessed with one click.

4. Web-Based GeoGIS

Based on the success of the desktop prototype GeoGIS, a
web-based system was developed. Migration of the GeoGIS
from a desktop to the web allowed authorized personnel
online access to the GeoGIS. An authorized GeoGIS user can
access the web-based system through a login page. GeoGIS
users or clients can have different privileges based on user
type. All users can view maps and documents, while some
users can upload and approve documents, while other users
can create and manage users. The four GeoGIS user types
with associated privileges are shown in Table 1.

GeoGIS is a secure website that requires a valid username
and password. Once logged in, the GeoGIS homepage, shown
in Figure 1, will be available with six buttons: Map, Search,
Document Upload, Document Approval, Hummingbird,
and Logout. Each of these buttons allows a user access
to different GeoGIS functionality. These functions include
viewing and searching a map, searching the database for
keywords, document uploading, document approval, and
a connection to the ALDOT Hummingbird database, a
separate document management system.

The map function on the homepage opens a new window
that displays one of three basemaps: Street, Topo, or Imagery
as shown in Figure 2. Street view shows a map containing
streets, street names, water bodies, and so forth; the Topo
view shows USGS 7.5 minute topographic maps; the Imagery
view shows aerial photography. The map page also displays
the four GeoGIS layers: projects (line), bridges (stars), soil
borings (yellow circles), and foundations (green circles). The
map is equipped with zoom and pan functionality, and all
project layers are visible and can be selected to access the
associated geotechnical information.

Selecting a line or point on the map related to a project
will open the associated Family Details page as shown in
Figure 3. The Family Details page organized geotechnical
project information into a user-friendly dynamic page that
adjusts based on the information associated with a project.
The page is divided into two columns: “Preconstruction” and
“Construction.” If a file has been uploaded to the project,
the document will appear in alphabetical order below the
document type and be hyperlinked to the scanned image.

All documents that have been uploaded and approved for
a project can be found on the Family Details page. From
the Family Details page, any document for a project can be
viewed or downloaded.

A useful functionality of the GeoGIS is the thumbnail
popup for files. When a user hovers over any filename, a
thumbnail image of the file pops up as seen to the right
of Figure 3. This is a very efficient function to quickly scan
documents for the desired data. Clicking on the thumbnail
will bring up the document for viewing or downloading.

To zoom directly to a project location on the map, a
GeoGIS user can click the globe icon next to the project
number on the Family Details page as seen in Figure 3. This
automatically zooms to the project on the map and scales the
map view to fit the project.

After every hyperlinked document on the Family Details
page is an information page icon which takes a user to the
Document Details page. The Document Details page displays
data related to document upload (user and date), document
approval (user and date), and attribute information such as
the associated project and/or bridge. A larger and higher
resolution thumbnail of the document is also available on the
Document Details page.

Across the top of the Family Details page, as with any
GeoGIS page, are the main GeoGIS functions that include
the search function. The search page allows keyword or ID
searches. The database will be searched for documents that
contain the search term in the: name, project description,
project reference ID, or type. The search results are displayed
in a list with thumbnail views of the documents, along with
the name of the document, and the Bridge Identification
Number (BIN), as shown in Figure 4. This allows for quick
and easy searching and selection of documents.

The Document Upload button at the top of the GeoGIS
page takes a user to the Document Upload page. As shown
in Table 1, the Document Upload page is only available to
consultants and ALDOT engineers. The administrator can
assign specific projects to consultants so that a consultant can
only upload documents to assigned projects. The document
upload process begins by choosing a project with a valid
project ID number. The user must then select a document
type and browse to the document on their computer.
A bridge identification number can be entered for the
document, if applicable.

Documents fall under one of two categories: precon-
struction or construction documents. Types of preconstruc-
tion documents are soil surveys, geohydrologic reports,
material reports, and so forth. Construction documents are
bridge foundation reports, hammer submittals, drilled shaft
pouring records, and so forth. A full list of the document
types is shown in Table 2. Documents must be scanned or
in digital format before the documents can be uploaded into
the GeoGIS.

It should be noted that a project requires a line and/or
points in the GIS before documents can be uploaded. The
connection between the GIS and the Family Details page
is made through one of two common data fields. The
shapefile for a project has two attribute fields that contain the
project reference ID or the family ID, which are the columns
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Figure 1: Homepage for GeoGIS.

Figure 2: GeoGIS Map Showing Street, Topo, and Imagery Views.

the system uses to relate graphical entities on the map to the
Family Details page.

Uploaded documents will not be available to GeoGIS
users until the documents have been approved by a
DOT engineer. The Document Approval page allows DOT
engineers the ability to approve or deny documents that
have been uploaded into the system. Like the Document
Details page, the Document Upload page allows an engineer
to view the document and details about the document.
If a document is approved, the document will become
searchable and viewable in the system. If a document is

denied, the document will be removed from the GeoGIS
database.

A link from the GeoGIS to ALDOT’s general document
management system is provided at the top of the GeoGIS
pages through the Hummingbird button. The Hummingbird
database contains all types of DOT documents including:
project, management, and financial documents. Authorized
users of both GeoGIS and Hummingbird can open a
Hummingbird window from within the GeoGIS system by
clicking the Hummingbird button. This allows access to
documents beyond the scope of geotechnical data.
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Figure 3: Family details page for a specific project in GeoGIS.

A GeoGIS user with administration privileges can
access an Administration page. An administrator can create,
delete, and modify users, passwords, and user types in
the system. The Administrator also assigns consultants to
specific projects for which they are allowed to upload doc-
uments. The administrator can also add new projects to the
GeoGIS.

5. Web-Based GeoGIS Architecture

The GeoGIS website architecture, shown in Figure 5, pro-
vides flexibility and security required for this site. The
GeoGIS architecture consists of a relational database, web
client for document viewing and management, a map which
is an extension of the web client, and an instance of ESRI’s
ArcGIS Server for handling map related tasks. Each of these
components plays a key role in the execution of the features
available in the GeoGIS web client.

The relational database is housed within a Microsoft
SQL Server 2008 environment running on a host server
(the computer that runs the web site client as well as
the GIS program). This database stores the attribute infor-
mation about projects, associated document information,

information regarding web client users, and recent user
activity. The web client directly interfaces with this database
to display information requested by a user. This database
communicates with the GIS using the project ref ID or family
ID.

The GeoGIS web client is the front-end to the site and
is accessed by all user types. The web client, described in
detail in the previous section, web-based GeoGIS, holds
a connection to the database and the map extension. By
referencing projects from the database, the web client can
access the map extension, via Javascript, telling the map
extension to display the selected project on the map.

A Flash Map extension of the client is written with
Adobe’s Flex Builder. The Flash Map uses the ESRI Flex
Application Programming Interface (API) for interfacing
with ArcGIS Server (another ESRI application), allowing
rich and dynamic web applications to be created. This map
communicates with the ArcGIS instance, allowing the map
to “pull down” the necessary information to display projects
on a map.

ESRI ArcGIS server resides on a host machine and
serves up the location data and map tiles needed for the
map extension to display projects. ESRI is a partnering GIS
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Figure 4: Search page in GeoGIS.

company that offers the interface that provides a rich user
experience for projects involving maps.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

A web-based system entitled GeoGIS was developed to
efficiently upload, store, and retrieve geotechnical data asso-
ciated with projects and bridges in the state of Alabama. This
secure website can be accessed by DOT employees as well as
other authorized users from outside consulting firms. The

system focuses on geotechnical documentation that is spa-
tially located. A limited amount of attribute data is employed
to facilitate keyword searches. The GeoGIS is designed to
be expanded to accommodate all types of geotechnical data
for the state of Alabama and is not restricted to scanned
documents. Future upgrades to the system will include
complex spatial querying capabilities, a tighter integration of
the map and SQL database, and tighter integration with the
existing Hummingbird document management system at
ALDOT.
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Table 2: Preconstruction and construction document types.

Preconstruction Construction

Soil survey Bridge card image

Materials report Bridge identification

Bridge foundation report Hammer submittal

Slope stability study Bearing curves (PDA results)

Retaining wall report Test pile driving record

Coal analysis report Pile driving record

Culvert report Drilled shaft excavation log

Other geotechnical reports Drilled shaft pouring record

Geohydrologic report Load test

Raw geotechnical data Plan
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